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iRobot Roomba i7+ Review: What to
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When we tested the Roomba i7+ in 2018 it was the best robot vacuum money

could buy. Since then, similar, cheaper bots have come out, and the i7+ isn’t a

slam dunk. Read more in our robot vacuums guide.
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Your guide

Liam McCabe

We’ve tested and lived with the iRobot Roomba i7+ since 2018.
Even though there are a handful of newer, cheaper robots with
similar features, we still think the i7+ is the most refined,
smoothest robot vacuum experience you can get—if you can
afford it. It’s one of the few that can empty its own bin, and one
of the few that can clean specific rooms (and skip others) on
command. The upshot is that you can go for weeks at a time
without touching the robot or even thinking about cleaning
your floors. We’ve tested dozens of robot vacuums for
Wirecutter since 2013, and none of them have demanded so
little of our attention.

But wow, it demands a lot of your bank account. The Roomba i7+

sometimes costs more than our favorite washing machine. Despite that

sky-high cost, the Roomba i7+ isn’t quite a magic machine. It can still get

stuck on socks or charging cables like almost any other bot. The self-

emptying dock is loud. And the flashy new nav system seemed a little

buggy in our testing.

Personally though, if I had a pile of money to play around with, I would

totally buy the Roomba i7+ before any other vacuum—robot, cordless,

plug-in, whatever. The self-emptying feature and targeted cleaning

options mark a new high point for low-effort cleaning.
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A quick note: The Roomba i7 is the name of the actual robot (which you

can buy on its own, if you want). The Roomba i7+ is the name of the

package that includes the Roomba i7 plus the dock that enables the self-

emptying feature, called Clean Base (also available for sale separately).

One other minor difference: The dustbin on the standalone Roomba i7 has

a slightly larger capacity because it doesn’t have the trap door that works

with the Clean Base. If you buy a standalone Clean Base, the compatible

dustbin is included (and it only fits into the i7, so no, you can’t modify

another Roomba to work with the Clean Base).

We’re reviewing the package deal here, but if you’re curious about only

the Roomba i7, you can just ignore everything about the self-emptying

feature and the rest still applies.

The Best Robot Vacuums

iRobot Roomba i7+

The best robot vac money
can buy

With a unique self-emptying dust bin

and the rare ability to clean specific

rooms on command, this Roomba is

the easiest to use of any robot

vacuum. But it’s not flawless, and

you don’t have to pay such a high

price to get a satisfying robot vac.

$994* from Walmart

$994 from Amazon

*At the time of publishing, the price was
$800.

Upgrade pick
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If you’ve got the cash to spend and want a very good robot vacuum, your

best choice might be the Roomba i7+. It’ll be particularly worthwhile in a

big house with lots of hairy pets. We’ve heard from some readers who find

that their robots’ dustbins often get totally stuffed up with dog hair (and

need to be emptied) long before the bot can clean the entire house. That’s

not a problem with the i7+ because it heads back to the dock when it’s full

—the dock sucks the debris out of the bin and then the bot picks up where

it left off. And you can totally use the Roomba i7+ in a smaller home with

fewer pets: All of its fancy features still work in tighter, less-hairy spaces.

The Roomba i7+ is not a flawless product, and you don’t have to spend

this much money to get a robot vacuum that will make your life at least a

little easier. So we’d recommend anyone considering this first look into

other options. We tested robots of all prices in our full guide to the

category, and we compare the i7+ to other high-end, feature-rich

competitors later in this article.

It can empty its own dustbin

The Roomba i7+ is one of the the only robot vacuum systems that can

empty its own dustbin. The 19-inch-tall Clean Base is both a charging dock

and a vacuum for your robot vacuum. Whenever the Roomba i7 returns to

The good stuff:

Roomba i7+: Self-emptying dust binRoomba i7+: Self-emptying dust bin
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the dock, the Clean Base sucks the debris out of the bot’s bin through a

trap door and into a disposable vacuum bag.

The self-emptying bin is an order of
magnitude more convenient than the
typical daily bot-vac maintenance
routine.

It really works: In a month of testing, I haven’t emptied the i7’s dust bin

by hand. Whenever I look at the bin after it’s been auto-emptied, it’s

always empty except for a light coating of dust and maybe a couple of

stray hairs pinched in the rubber gasket.

The self-emptying bin is an order of magnitude more convenient than the

typical daily bot-vac maintenance routine: bending over, pulling out the

bin, walking it over to the trash can, shaking it out, cursing the dust that

floated onto your clothes, wondering if you should finally replace the filter,

and putting it back. With the i7+, you don’t have to think about any of that

until the app tells you to do something.

According to iRobot, the bag is big enough to hold 30 full bins’ worth of

debris before you need to replace it, which could take as long as a few

months to fill up, or as little as a couple weeks (that mostly depends on

how much hair it needs to pick up). After a month of testing in a house

with one long-haired cat, one long-haired person, and two short-haired

people, my bag was maybe 40 percent full. A three-pack of replacement

bags costs $16 as of the time of writing, but we would not be surprised to

see cheaper knockoffs appear on Amazon at some point.
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1 of 3

Sure, I feel like a bum, sitting here and complaining about what a burden

it is to dump a tray of dirt into a trash barrel. The Jetsons got it right:

We’ll always find a way to whine our way through chores, even when a

robot does most of the work for us. Whatever. iRobot figured out a way to

make their luxury gadgets even more convenient than before, and I like it.

And if you have several very hairy pets, the Clean Base might be a game-

changer. We’ve heard from readers who have tried to use robot vacuums

but find that the bins get so stuffed with dog hair on every single run that

the robot never comes close to cleaning their entire house before it loses

suction or just quits the session. That’s not a problem with the i7+, though,

because it empties itself anytime it senses that the bin is full.

The navigation system is wicked smart

According to iRobot, the disposable vacuum bag holds 30 full bins’ worth of debris before you n
replace it. Photo: Michael Hession

Roomba i7+: Navigating to a Chosen RoomRoomba i7+: Navigating to a Chosen Room
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The Roomba i7 has a bunch of slick navigation features, but the slickest of

all is that you can tell it to go clean specific rooms. A couple of other robots

have similar “smart mapping” features, but none of them are as easy to

use as the Roomba’s. After a couple of training runs and a few minutes of

tinkering in the app, you can say, “Alexa, tell Roomba to clean the kitchen,”

or pick as many or as few rooms as you want from a checklist, and the i7

will go clean only those parts of your house.

I found myself using the smart maps for pretty much every cleaning

session, either to avoid cluttered rooms that usually cause problems for

the robot or to run extra sessions in rooms that get dirty pretty quickly.

My foyer, for example, is a robot death trap these days. Even though

Roombas are among the least-likely of any robot brand to get stuck mid-

session, certain obstacles like power cords, stray laundry, cat toys, and my

daughter’s bouncy chair will snag just about any robot. Some or all of

those hazards are strewn across my foyer floor at any given time. I just

don’t have the patience or wherewithal to put everything away every time

I want to run the robot. So, pretty much every time I run it, I just tell the

Roomba i7 to skip that room. No futzing around with physical barriers, no

crossing my fingers and hoping for the best.

On the other hand, my kitchen could stand to be vacuumed twice a day. (It

is a busy, multifunctional room and I am a slob.) So a few hours before or

after the big session that cleans most of my place (apart from the foyer, of

course), I send the Roomba i7 to tidy up the kitchen. It makes two passes

and takes 13 minutes start to finish. The best part is that I don’t have to

worry that it’ll spend its time cleaning some other room that I don’t need

cleaned, slowly driving me and my wife nuts with the noise and puttering

presence. You just can’t trust most other robots to clean only the space

you want them to clean unless you set up barriers.
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So how does the Roomba i7’s nav system work? The bot has a camera that

looks up and across the room, trying to keep and eye on the spots where

your walls and ceiling meet. If you opt-in to the smart-mapping feature

(iRobot calls it Imprint Smart Mapping), the i7 spends its first two or

three runs in a new space running in a grid, learning different landmarks

around your house—ceilings, walls, cabinets, big furniture, and so on. You

can have it clean your floors as it learns, or you can send it on an

exploration-only training run to extend the battery life and help it figure

out your floor plan faster.

The iRobot Home app looks pretty streamlined, though once you start digging into the sub-
menus, there’s actually a lot going on and it’s not perfectly intuitive. But the important stuff
works well: The room-selection checklist is great, and the smart-map editor is easier to use
than the ones we’ve seen from other brands like Neato and Roborock.

Once it has your floor memorized, you can pull up the smart map in the

app, add borders between rooms, and then picks names for the rooms

from a list. After that’s all set up, you can send the i7 to clean specific

spots, either by selecting them from a checklist in the app, or giving voice

commands through Alexa or Google Assistant.
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I was skeptical about how useful the smart mapping and room-specific

cleaning would be: My attitude for years has been as long as it keeps the

floors tidy, who cares what path it takes? Robots with semi-random, bump-

and-run patterns work well if you run them regularly and leave them

alone—I’ve even argued that they’re more effective than some bots with

accurate mapping abilities. But with the Roomba i7, I found that the option

to target specific rooms is actually so useful that I use it pretty much

every day.

The Roomba i7 is not the only robot with smart mapping: EcoVacs,

Roborock, and Neato each have their own versions. But the i7 works

better than the rest because the nav system is much more sophisticated.

Those other bots all have to start from their docks, otherwise their two-

dimensional, lidar-generated map of your walls and rooms and virtual

barriers becomes unusable and might as well be a map of Mars.

The Roomba i7 approach has a bunch of important upsides:

You can put the Roomba i7 down anywhere in your house, turn it on,

and it will figure out which room it’s in. So you can still take advantage

of the smart mapping features, even if you don’t start the i7 from its

dock.

Since you don’t need to start the bot from a dock, it’s much easier to use

the Roomba i7 in multi-story homes (or in multiple homes). Yes, you do

need one dock, somewhere in your life, in order to charge the i7. But as

long as the bot has some battery life, you can put it down anywhere on

any level of your house, on a dock or not, and the smart-map features

will still work. The i7 can save up to 10 different smart maps—that

should be plenty for almost everyone. The smart-mapping EcoVacs and

Roborock bots each only save one map at a time. Neato does support

multiple floors, but you need to buy a dock for each level (at about $40

each).

If the Roomba i7 gets stuck mid-session and you have to go rescue and

restart it, the i7 will remember where it left off and finish the session as

planned. With the other bots, if you put them down and restart them

more than just a foot from where they got stuck (sometimes even less

than that), they’ll probably lose track of their location. So you might as

well bring it back to the dock and start the session from scratch.
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And the i7 shaves a few minutes off of each session by learning how to

clean each room using the fewest turns—basically, driving parallel to

the longest wall in the room.

It’s still really good in a lot of un-flashy but meaningful
ways

Photo: Michael Hession

On top of those category-leading features, the Roomba i7 also nails most of

the bot-vac fundamentals: avoiding and escaping most traps, covering as

much ground as possible without missing patches and cleaning up most

types of debris on most kinds of flooring, all without being obnoxious. Like

other Roombas, it’s also one of the most-repairable robot vacuums, so you

should be able to keep it working for many years as long as you’re willing

to swap out parts as they wear out.

One surprise is that it’s relatively quiet, at least compared to other high-

end robots. We measured the i7 at about 60 decibels (C-weighted) on

carpet, which is a few decibels quieter than the Neato D7 and older

Roomba 980 (which has the same suction). It’s still loud enough that you’ll

get a little tense if you’re near it for long enough (at the end of a long day, I

don’t really want to hear this thing), but it’s pretty tolerable for a vacuum

with relatively strong cleaning power. The noise from the Clean Base can

come as a surprise, though.
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The Roomba i7 also seems to work on black rugs, unlike most other

Roombas and many other robots. iRobot used new drop sensors this time

around which can better distinguish beyond a dark floor and an actual

staircase.

Finally, the Roomba i7 has an excellent cleaning-head design. Two

counter-rotating, rubber-nubbed rollers are especially great at digging

hair out of carpets and much more resistant to hair-tangles than typical

brush-and-blade designs. The older Roomba 800 and 900 series bots had

essentially the same extractors, though the nubs on the i7 rollers are

actually a little bit longer than the older ones were. iRobot says this should

make them a little more effective at picking up larger debris, though we

didn’t try to verify this. I never found that the Roomba 960 or 980

struggled with household debris, though they did seem to underperform

in other reviewers’ controlled tests, compared to super-sucking flagship

robots from Neato and Samsung, among others.

The Roomba i7 has an excellent cleaning-head design: two counter-rotating, rubber-nubbed
rollers. Photo: Michael Hession

Other notable specs:

Dimensions: 13.34 inches diameter by 3.63 inches height

Weight: 7.44 pounds

Battery life: 90 minutes
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Recharge time: 90 minutes for about 80 percent charge, 3 hours for 100

percent

Compatible voice assistants: Amazon Alexa, Google Home

Dock dimensions: 12.2 inches by 15.1 inches by 19 inches (WDH)

You can’t completely trust the navigation system to follow your directions

for cleaning specific rooms and avoiding others. I’d say about 90 percent

of the time I used this feature, it worked like I wanted it to. The rest of the

time, it had me puzzled and maybe even a little panicked.

Once, it took off in the opposite direction from the room I asked it to clean,

so I stopped it. Roomba product manager Ken Bazydola told me that it

might’ve been searching for landmarks so that it could orient itself, and if

I’d let it run a few seconds longer than I had, it might’ve turned around

and gone where I’d asked it to.

Another time it bumped into me while I was standing in its cleaning path,

and then it ran away and went to go clean part of a room that I didn’t ask

it to clean. Bazydola said that it may have been looking for an alternate

path to get to the spot I was blocking and that it’s normal for the i7 to drift

a couple of feet beyond the border of a room so that it can turn around

(you can always adjust the borders in the app to compensate for this if you

want).

Another time it skipped one of the three rooms I’d told it to clean.

Bazydola said that they hadn’t seen this issue in their testing and he didn’t

know what happened there. This is potentially a big deal: What if I’d told

the i7 to skip a certain room because I knew my kid left some Legos on the

floor? Or because I know my old dog has a favorite place to poop when he

can’t hold it? The smart maps are a huge convenience, but I don’t think it’s

wise to count on them to avoid a toy-wrecking, poop-smearing

catastrophe.

Another bug: The Roomba crashed once, when I was running a spot-clean

option in a very narrow space. The indicator ring turned solid red and the

i7 wouldn’t respond to any commands for a few hours (though it

eventually reset itself). That’s the first time I’ve seen anything like that

Flaws but not dealbreakers
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happen with a Roomba. Bazydola told us that a narrow space shouldn’t

make a Roomba crash and that they hadn’t seen this bug in their testing

and aren’t sure what happened.

It’s great that the Roomba i7 learns to clean rooms in the fewest possible

turns to save time. But we noticed an unintended side effect in our crumb-

pickup test: It spends more time straddling the bare floor and the rug, and

it leaves behind a streak of debris along that edge that a second,

perpendicular pass would catch. It would be useful to have the option to

tell the bot to run that when it’s needed—right now, you can’t. This

particular mess may have more to do with the way my dining room and

the crumb test are set up than with the robot itself. But I wouldn’t be

surprised if other people have this same problem.

All of these problems seem like they could be fixed with a software

update. iRobot has a strong track record of actually supporting their

products and customers, so I’m hopeful that they’ll make these changes.

Bazydola told us that unless they find a major bug, they only plan to issue

updates once every three months at most, and the next update isn’t due

until Q1, so it might be a bit before they get around to these tweaks. None

of these issues would be dealbreakers for me personally, though I wouldn’t

blame anyone for holding off and waiting to see if some of these

navigational quirks get ironed out.

A few early buyers wrote on the Robot Reviews message board that

they’ve had trouble connecting their i7 bots to the Roomba servers, which

basically renders the smart mapping feature inoperable. If you run into

this problem with your i7+ and iRobot’s fixes aren’t working, your best

choice might be to ask for an exchange. We’ve experienced or read about

similar bugs with other cloud-connected bots early in their life cycles, too.

And as clever as the smart-mapping system is, the Roomba i7 still feels its

way around your floors by bonking into stuff, just like older Roomba

models. At least a dozen other robots are smart enough to avoid most (if

not nearly all) obstacles, so the Roomba system looks a little silly in

comparison. And it will still get stuck sometimes: Mine got trapped on a

stray charging cable and the tube frame of my infant daughter’s bouncy

chair. Both are pretty classic robot traps. Dog turds are still a hazard, too.

A few nitpicks about the Clean Base: Back to top
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When it sucks debris out of the robot, it sounds like an airplane taking

off. The noise level is comparable to a typical plug-in vacuum cleaner

and only lasts for about 10 seconds. But the noise was jarring the first

few times I heard it, probably because it’s such a contrast to the

moderate hum of the robot itself. The sound comes unexpectedly; it

automatically happens when the bot docks itself. The only warning is if

you notice that the robot has stopped running, but even then you have

only a second or two to brace yourself for liftoff.

I haven’t found a way to delay the Clean Base from turning on at the

end of a session. So if I send the robot out for a cleaning and my

daughter goes down for a nap before it finishes, the Clean Base will still

do its jet-engine thruster routine unless I intercept the i7 bot before it

docks. (It hasn’t woken my kid up yet, but it does make her mom mad.)

It would just be nice to have the option to set a schedule for the Clean

Base. Bazydola said that they consciously chose to have it

automatically empty because it keeps the interface simpler. However,

he said that if enough owners ask for it, they’d consider adding more

control in a future software update.

The first time the Clean Base emptied the Roomba i7, I got a strong

whiff of ozone. It only happened that once, though.

When the Roomba i7 docks itself, it always lines up perfectly with the

dust-sucking trap door. When I manually put the i7 on its dock, I line it

up correctly only about half the time. Even if it’s a half-centimeter off

the mark, it can’t form a seal, and the Clean Base can’t suck out the

debris. That’s mildly annoying, but I don’t see an obvious way to avoid

this problem.

On one run, the i7 bin was so stuffed with fuzz (thanks to a brand-new,

apparently low-quality bath mat) that the Clean Base couldn’t empty

the robot on the first try, but it automatically made a second attempt,

and then it worked. But then I got an error message telling me that the

Clean Base was clogged. It cleared itself the next time I auto-emptied

the bin. Bazydola told us that they don’t anticipate many clogs, but

pointed out that the “evacuation tube” on the bottom of the Clean Base

is see-through and the bottom plate is removable with a screwdriver, so

you should be able to remove major clogs without too much trouble if
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they do happen. Hopefully clogging doesn’t turn out to be a common

problem.

Also, if you don’t plan to connect the Roomba i7 to Wi-Fi, for whatever

reason (security concerns, no internet connection, whatever), it’s

probably not the right robot for you. A lot of what makes this bot great

only works if it can connect to iRobot’s servers. It will still navigate like

the Roomba 960 or 980 if you have an outage, or if you decide not to

connect it—but if that’s your preference, why not just get one of those

robots instead? That said, the auto-emptying Clean Base should still

work without Wi-Fi.

Further reading

The Best Robot Vacuums

What’s the Best Vacuum for Pet Hair?

The Best Things We Bought in 2018

Are Third-Party Roomba Vacuum Filters Safe to Use?
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